
EUROPE

We’re Your One Stop Solution for 
Dust, Dirt & Odour...

TELL US yoUr probLEm?

dust and odour
suppression systems

Our systems suppress dust and odours in any 
environment indoors or outside and of all sizes 
without wetting floors, stock or machinery.

We Offer an Assured Money Back GuaranteeWe Offer an Assured Money Back Guarantee
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Exterior Misting Screen

Bowser Rain Gun System - Range 70m

Dust Control for outdoor shredding and screens. At last the 
mobile answer to dust from exposed screens and shredders 
without the use of fog cannons. Low water and power usage. 
A system that can be adapted to any static or mobile shredder 
or screen system indoors or out.

 ✓ We survey your site free of charge, and then 
send you a site plan and our recommendations.

 ✓ If you agree, our engineers will install the 
system within 2 days, without disrupting your 
operations.

 ✓ We manufacture from all stainless steel and non  
ferrous materials, so no corrosion or blocked jets.

 ✓ The system can be moved, expanded, or 
altered very easily as your business grows.

 ✓ 2 year parts and labour warranty with a 20 year 
corrosion warranty.

 ✓ Money back guarantee if you are not 100% 
satisfied with the finished system.

The mist-air system should not to be confused 
with lines of misting nozzles in the roof or rotary 
atomisers, which are inefficient and wet stock and 
floors.

mist-air patented system nozzles do not block. 
This is a problem which is associated with inferior 
systems.

A single small Base Unit can supply many fan units, 
covering perhaps just a single shredder or many 
different areas or buildings simultaneously, each 
area having independent controls.

 ✓ Virtually no running costs 
 ✓ Inexpensive and fast to install and maintain 
 ✓ Many thousands of systems satisfactorily 

installed across Europe

partners throughout europepartners throughout europe

outdoor dust control systems why mist-air is best...



Fan assisted manifolds can typically be mounted on roof 
girders to blow dry fog towards forming dust. This fog 
suppresses the dust immediately without wetting floors, stock, 
machinery or personnel & prevents it migrating to other areas.

For Conveyor Transfer Points, Bulker Loading

For Loading Hoppers

industry leaders in dust 
suppression & odour 
absorption technology.

Deals with all types of soiling. Suitable from a few lorries, up
to 2000 a day. Units available for 80 ton military tanks, etc.
 Temporary above ground or permanent in ground systems. 
For use in construction sites, quarries, steelworks, landfills...

For roads, yards, and stockpiles. Automatically dampens any 
size of yard, stockpile or road system. The effective answer 
for dust blown by wind and vehicle movements.

Industrial Power Washers for constant hard use. Tough 
engineering perfected over 40 years. Guaranteed 10 years.

For Transfer Points, Ballistic Separators, Trommels in WTS’s

 dust & odour control systems

Mist-Air Odour Absorber kills odours immediately. 

This unique product is manufactured by Mist-Air and 
used extensively throughout Europe for curing odour 
issues in waste recycling sites, storage bunkers, landfill 
sites etc.

The product contains no essential oils so cannot gunge 
up systems & does not affect eyes, or throat. It is safe, 
effective & economical. It can be added to any misting/
fogging system and is suitable for indoor & perimeter 
misting. 

Uses include stored food waste, composting, landfill etc. 

odour absorber

wheel wash systems

rain gun systems

mistral power washers

mist-air consumables


